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Introduction:  
You will never get what you want until you discover and pursue what you value. However, the 
problem is our own natural desires pull us away from things we value to experience momentary 
pleasure. Preventing being tempted starts with focusing more on who we are becoming rather 
than what we are experiencing. For example, giving into temptation may make you feel like a 
failure, but failure is not the result of messing up, it is defined by giving up the pursuit of 
possessing Christ-like character. Determining your values is done by thinking about what you 
would like said at your funeral and who you want to be sharing. Beginning at the end of your 
life and working backwards to the present helps us align our priorities. 
 
Getting Started:  
If you could go back in time and tell something to your teenage-self, what is one piece of advice 
you would give yourself?  
 
Discussing:  

• When pastor Russ talked about the funeral exercise from The Seven Habits of Highly 
Effective People, how could you see this being an effective exercise to determine what 
you value?  

• Think about yourself and your one day funeral, what are common themes you would 
like to be used to describe you? (Take 5-10 minutes to yourselves and write/type some 
things out) 

• Only if you feel comfortable sharing, what is one of the Big themes that revealed itself? 

• Picking one of those themes, what is one practice you could start today that would 
create that outcome?  

• READ: Galatians 5:19-26.  

• In the following verses God contrasts our human nature that craves pleasure with our 
spiritual nature that craves meaning. The list used to describe our human nature is not 
exhaustive, nor is it meant to be the focus. When we follow Jesus the “fruit” of such 
nature will show itself. Have you ever thought that truly following Jesus would mean 
you would have to sacrifice your personal or professional goals?  

• Sometimes it is easy for us to equate having meaning with having influence or a specific 
job. However, describe a person you know who follows Jesus within their line of work?   

 
Something More:  
Let’s say that today you begin to living with the end-in-mind and living according to what is 
valuable and not what is natural. What would be one thing you would change to make that 
happen? (READ: Mark 8: 34-38).  
 


